
MTO 18.3 Examples: Hatten, Musical Forces and Agential Energies

(Note: audio, video, and other interactive examples are only available online)
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.12.18.3/mto.12.18.3.hatten.php

Example 1. Arrows indicate the directional forces of gravity (G), magnetism (M), and inertia (I)

Example 2. Musical forces are constrained by patterning (a. motivic and b. rhythmic), which predicts alternate closures for
the same pitch pattern

Example 3. Musical forces are constrained by harmonic motion; the root of a chord creates an alternative platform for
gravity
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Example 4. Musical forces cannot account for an upward leap, which counteracts magnetism, gravity, and inertia

Example 5. “ Winding down” of energy in a passage from the third movement of Beethoven’s String Quartet in B-flat major,
op. 130
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Example 6. Friction as an opposing agential force: the pedal point vs. rising theme in the opening of Brahms’s First
Symphony

Example 7. Repulsion as contra-magnetic force generated by a contrapuntal dissonance: a suspension involving a minor
second

Example 8. Repulsion as contra-magnetic from a P4 dissonance to a d5 resolution, which in turn resolves to two magnetic
poles
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Figure 1. Various proposed musical forces and their implied source(s)

Example 9. Various impacts imply various degrees of rigidity among platforms

a. Rigid platform
b. Flexible platform

c. Permeable platform
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Example 10. Agential “ braking” of momentum prior to impact with a gravitational platform

a. Decrescendo
b. Ritardando

c. Written-out ritardando (durational expansion)
d. Motivic liquidation

Example 11. Agential (“ willful” ) intensification of environmental forces

a. Dynamic intensification supporting magnetism
b. Accelerated intensification supporting gravity

Example 12. Agential (“ willful” ) metric re-orientation of the rhythmic motive that opens the third movement of Brahms’s
Symphony no. 3
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Example 13. Environmental musical forces as implied in an atonal score (opening theme from Schoenberg, Drei Klavierstücke,
op. 11, no. 1)

Example 14. Hatten, Wordless Carol, a siciliana for Steve Larson (score and recording)
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